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AEM’FLACT 
A bound for the distance between the spectra of two operators lying in a special 
class, which includes the Lie algebras of the complex orthogonal group and the 
complex symplectic group, is obtained. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A and B be two linear operators on an n-dimensional vector space. 
Let the eigenvalues of A and B be EigA={cx,,...,a,} and EigB= 
{P i, . . . , /I,,} respectively, where each eigenvalue is counted as many times as 
its multiplicity. A distance between these n-tuples can be defined in several 
ways, two of which are 
S(Eig A, Eig B) = min 
OEII” 
where II, is the group of permutations on n symbols. A distance between 
the operators A and B can be defined using any norm on the linear space of 
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operators. Two such norms are the Banach norm and the Frobenius norm 
defined, respectively, as 
II~II.=~~P~II~~II~II~II=~~~ 
11 A I] r= (trA*A)“‘, 
where tr denotes the trace of an operator. The relations between the metrics 
d and 6 are given by the inequalities 
d(., +d(-, +Gn'/2d(., -). 0.1) 
The relation between the two norms is given by the inequalities 
0.2) 
A question of basic interest and importance in perturbation theory and 
computational linear algebra is: what is the distance between Eig A and 
Eig B in terms of the distance between A and B? Here, the distance is 
defined in one of the ways given above. Because of (1.1) and (1.2) we can 
switch from one distance to the other at the cost of some precision. 
When A and B are Hermitian operators, the min-max principle leads to 
the inequality 
d(EigA, EigB)< ])A-B]]s. 0.3) 
When A and B are normal, we have the inequality of Hoffman and Wielandt 
[3] which asserts 
G(EigA,EigB)<]]A-B(]r. (1.4) 
When U, V are unitary, we have an inequality due to Parthsarathy [5] 
which can be stated as 
d(EigU, EigV)G llKll~, 0.5) 
where K is a skew-Hermitian operator such that W- ’ = exp K. 
In [l] Mukhejea and this author showed that for any two linear 
operators A and B on an n-dimensional vector space we have 
d(Eig A, Eig B) 
<(h-1) k$lk1-ki2( ;)(m+ II B-A~,,)‘-l~~-*)L/n,lB-A,,~“, (1.6) 
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wherem=min(]]A]]r, ]]B]].), M= max(]] A ]I r, ]I B I] r). (Note: This is slightly 
different from Theorem 4.2 in [l]. There a mistake was made because of a 
misstatement of Ostrowski’s theorem, which is corrected here. See Sec. 2 for 
the correct statement of O&row&i’s theorem.) 
An important feature of (1.6) is the appearance of the exponent l/n. 
This makes it a weak inequality, in the sense that when I] A -B (1 is small, 
d(Eig A, Eig B) is large in comparison, being of the order ]I A -B )I ‘I”. There 
are examples which show that, in general, this order is best possible. (See 
[l].) However, as (1.3)- (1.5) show, when A and B are restricted to special 
classes of operators this order may be much better. Note that the inequalities 
(1.3)-(1.5) are all concerned with the class of normal operators or its 
subclasses. In this case a very special tool-the spectral theorem-is availa- 
ble. We know of no other results of this type for large and interesting classes 
of operators. In this note we show that when A and B belong to the Lie 
algebra B o( n, C) of complex skew-symmetric matrices of order n = 2r or 
2r+ 1, or to the symplectic Lie algebra Sp( r, C), then the distance between 
the squares of their eigenvalues is of the order I] A -B I( ‘jr. It will become 
clear during the course of our discussion why it is more natural to consider 
squares of eigenvalues in these cases. We also show that when they all lie 
outside a circle around the origin, the distance between the eigenvalues 
themselves is of this order. 
These results are deduced from some very simple observations combined 
with the methods developed in [l], which show the advantages of formulat- 
ing the problem in the way it was done there. 
2. CARROLLIAN n-TUPLES 
DEFINITION. An n-tuple (xi,..., x,) of complex numbers will be called 
Curdian if it satisfies the following condition: x is a member of this n-tuple 
if and only if --x is also a member with the same multiplicity as that of x. 
Note that when n is odd, a Carrollian n-tuple must contain 0 with an odd 
multiplicity. 
Let f(Z)=Z”+uiZn-i+ .*. +a, be a manic polynomial with complex 
coefficients. If a i , . . . , a, are the n roots off(z), we have 
uk=(-l)ks,(Eyl,...,(Y,), l<k<tZ, 
where sk are the elementary symmetric functions defined as 
Sk= 2 ai; . . ai,. 
l<i,<... <ir.<n 
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Now suppose (a,,..., cr, ) is a Carrollian n-tuple. Then we can arrange it as 
(a i,...,o,r -oi,..., -cr,) when n=2r and as (0, cxi ,..., (Ye, -(pi ,..., -a,) 
when n = 2 r + 1. In this case we have 
u,j=(-l)isi(a~,...,(Y~), l<j<T, 
azj+1= 0 O<j<r. 
Thus a;,..., op are the r roots of the polynomial 
F( 2) =Xr+u2~r-1+f. +a2izr-f+ . . . +u2r. 
This observation leads immediately to a corollary to Ostrowski’s theorem 
on the distance between roots of two polynomials [4], stated below. 
THEOREM (Ostrowski). Let f(.z)=z”+u,z”-‘+ * ** +a, and g(z)=z” 
+l#-‘+*.* + b,, be two polyrwmiuls of degree n. Let the roots off and g 
be LYE,.. ., a, and PI,. . ., j3, respectively. Let pi=max, k<n]ok], ps= 
maxl_,kcn]Pk], p=max(yi, us). Let 8={Z;=,Ib,-u~llL”-Z}1/n. Then the 
roots can be arranged in such a way that 
]a,-j3k]<(2n-1)8 forall k=1,2,...,n. 
(In [l] we stated this theorem incorrectly, replacing p by min( pi, ps). 
This led to a corresponding mistake in Theorem 4.2 there. The inequality 
(4.1) in that theorem should be corrected to read like the inequality (1.6) in 
this paper.) 
COROLLARY 1. Let f(z)=.z”+ulzn-‘+... +a, and g(z)=z”+ 
b,++... + b,, be two polynomials of degree n = 2 r or 2 r + 1. Suppose the 
roots (~~,....a,, off(z) and &...., p,, of g(z) both form Currollian n-tuples. 
Let y=max l<k<n(lak]z, ]P,J2)> and leto’={X;=, l&k-o&-‘jr”. z&n 
the roots can be arranged in such a way that 
Ia,“-j3,“I <(ZT- 1)e’ (2.1) 
forull k=1,2 ,..., n. 
An inequality for the roots themselves can be derived using the following 
lemma. 
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LEMMA. Let x1, x2 be two complex numbers, each of modulus not less 
than c. Then either Ixl-xzI > c or 1x1+x21 > c. 
COROLWLRY 2. Let notutions be as in Corolluy 1. Suppose, in addition 
that either the roots al,. . . , a,, and PI,. . . , &, are located outsia’e the circle of 
radius c around the origin, or they contain zero with the same multiplicity 
and the rumzero ones are located outside this circle. Then they can be 
arranged so that we have 
(2.2) 
forall k=1,2 ,..., n. 
Proof. It is enough to consider the case when n is even and none of the 
roots is zero. Suppose the roots have been arranged so as to satisfy (2.1). By 
the Lemma, we have for every k either ]LY~--~~] > c or (ak+Pkl > c. 
Assume the latter. Then 
Iak_/q < w- l)fJ’ < Pr- W’ 
1%+&l c * 
Notice that the left hand side in this inequality is the distance between the 
roots (Ye and Pk and also that between the roots -(Ye and -Pk. 
Assume the former. Then 
Iak+&l < (-zye . 
The left hand side is now the distance between the roots ‘Ye and -Pk and 
also that between the roots - (Ye and pk. This gives an arrangement of all the 
roots so that (2.2) is satisfied. H 
3. OPERATORS WITH CARROLLIAN SPECTRA 
An operator A will be said to’ have a Carrollian spectrum if the n-tuple 
Eig A of its eigenvalues is Carrollian. 
Let the characteristic polynomial of an operator A be written as xA( z) = 
z"+$,(A)z"-'+ . . . + +n( A). In [l] we showed that for any two operators 
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A and B we have 
Using this together with the two corollaries to Ostrowski’s theorem derived 
in Sec. 2, we get 
THEOREM. Let A, B be linear operators on an n-dimensional vector space 
each having a Carrollian spectrum. Then we have 
d(Eig A2, Eig B2) 








m=min(llAII.~ IIBII.)~ M=m=(llAIl~~ II%) 
r=Ln/2] istheintegralpartofn/2. 
Further, if A, B both have 0 as one of their eigenvalues with the same 
multiplicity and if the rest of their eigenvalues lie outside a circle of radius c 
around the origin, then we have 
d(EigA,EigB)<t, 
where R denotes the right hand side of (3.1). 
FIJSMARKS. 
(1) The left hand side of (3.1) is the distance between the squares of the 
respective eigenvalues of A and B. This may be larger than the distance 
between the eigenvalues themselves in some cases. 
(2) Entries of a Carrollian n-tuple are determined essentially up to their 
squares. So it is natural to consider the distance between their squares as a 
measure of the distance between two such n-tuples. 
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EXAMPLES. Important examples of classes of operators whose spectra 
are Carrollian are provided by three of the four classical Lie algebras. (See, 
e.g., Helgason [2]). These are defined as follows. 
Let Af denote the transpose of the matrix A. A is called symmetric if 
A’ =A and skew-symmetric if A’= -A. Let I, denote the n X n identity 
matrix, and let J denote a 2 r X 2 r matrix with a block decomposition 
0 1, = J I ( 1 r 0’ 
Let M(n, C) denote the set of all n x n complex matrices. Let 
so(n, C)={AEM(n, C): At=--A}, 
~j~(r, C)={AEM(2r, C): At= -JN-‘}. 
It is easy to see that A E B p ( r, C) if A has a block decomposition of the type 
where A,, Aa, A, are elements of M(r, C) and A,, A, are symmetric. Since 
Eig(At)=Eig(A)=Eig(.ZA_Z-‘) 
and 
Eig( -A)= -Eig(A), 
it is clear that elements of 5 o (n, C) and B p ( r, C) have Carrollian spectra. 
The four classical Lie algebras are enumerated as 5 I(n, C), B 0(2r+ 1, C), 
Sn(r, C) and Bo(~T, C), The algebra 5 I(n, C) consists of all nXn complex 
matrices with trace 0. Since any element A of M(n, C) can be reduced to a 
trace 0 matrix by subtracting the scalar matrix (trA/n)Z,, from it, the case of 
8 K(n, C) is equivalent to the case of M(n, C) as far as this problem is 
concerned. This was considered in [l]. Tbe remaining three Lie algebras 
consist of matrices whose spectra are Carrollian. To them the more special 
result derived above applies. The exponent l/r occurring in (3.1) is also the 
rank of these Lie algebras. It is not yet clear to the author whether this is 
merely fortuitous. 
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